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Designation of Open Game Content

All text contained in Chapter 3: Realms of
Kaladia is designated Open Game Content with
these exceptions: All proper names are Product
Identity, including but not limited to the names
of nations, barbarian lands, humanoid domains,
settlements, deities, organizations, inhabitants,
landmarks, structures, geographical regions and
locations, terrain features, independent cities,
islands, lost realms, the Mists, and fictional
characters.

All other content of the Maelstrom Fantasy
Campaign Setting Worldbook, including the
cover art, maps, heraldry devices, world
information, and interior art is designated
Product Identity owned solely by Brian K.
Moseley.

Author’s Introduction
The Maelstrom Fantasy Campaign Setting is

set within the world of Roil, a powerfully realistic
setting for role-playing games. Roil is most
appropriately utilized as a realm in its medieval
era, with an added element of magic. However,
the information in this volume is tremendously
flexible, and may be used in any genre role-
playing game. While there is a great amount of
data, it is my intention that anyone using this
volume can start their own campaign upon Roil
within an hour of beginning their journey.

The primary subject of this work is Kaladia,
the largest continent of Roil. The continent is
showcased in twenty-three highly detailed maps.
The summaries of Kaladia's countries contain a
substantial wealth of detail without being
overwhelming.

It isn't necessary to study all of Kaladia
before undertaking a campaign upon it. Peruse
the countries or the maps, choose one that
intrigues you, and start your adventure. From the
sweltering sands of the Lyrmaddyn to the frozen
wastes of the Rhul Nugath, the world of Roil
awaits.  Begin your journey and unleash the
magic!

Brian K. Moseley

This work is dedicated to Donna, Melody, Ola,
and Mary.

Chronicler’s Foreword
“ Set forth within this volume is a compilation of

accumulated knowledge of the continent of Kaladia, the
largest and most prominent land of the world of Roil.
Roil... as it is called by most of the peoples of the world.
Shaydaera, as it is known in the elfanir tongue. Arthe,
as it is named by the dwarn. But in any language, the
maelstrom that is Roil is a realm everchanging,
twisting and shaping to the will of those commanding
the Mists, the essence of Makyah.

The maps and text contained herein are of
unparalleled completeness, both for Kaladia and Roil as
a whole. And they well chronicle Kaladia's history and
current state of affairs. To both the scholar and student
this work provides invaluable enlightenment into the
most intriguing land - and the most marvelous age -
ever seen upon Roil.

It is a time of restless awakening in the world. We
hail a golden era of renaissance that rivals the greatest
achievements of Ruthanland, the ancient world, before
her fall. In this day, we bear witness to events foretold
by ancient legenders. The Corlennian Empire, the Dark
Dragon of Roil, slowly releases her talons from the
throats of civilizations. Where once the shadow of her
great wings blackened the face of the world, now the
aged evil lies weakened, stirring only in the heart of her
lair.

Magic, once used solely by the Dragon to rule the
world, is now the tool of restoration. Old lands long
held by the Dragon breathe new life, throwing off the
yoke of subjugation for a newfound freedom. But even
as the Dragon rests, nations still wage war against
another, and the races still hold prejudice toward their
brothers.

And yet, it is a miraculous age of kingdoms and
powers great and terrible to behold. It is a time of
wondrous aspirations, of fabulous achievements and
horrible failures. It is a time that will test the mettle of
any that dare risk any dangers to share in its rewards.
It is a time for the courageous and the cowardly, the
valiant and the dastardly, the bold, the timid, the
veteran and the novice. It is our time...”

Nyn' Thuvir the Legender
of the

Calthayes Citadel of Knowledge
7th of Cold Winds, 1021 KY
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Chapter 2: The Continent of Kaladia
The continent of Kaladia is the largest

landmass of the world of Roil. The northernmost
point of Kaladia is the tip of Ka' Lageri Island,
which nearly reaches sixty degrees north latitude.
The lowest realm is the southern isle of the
Canoba Islands, which almost touches the
twentieth parallel. From its western coast to the
eastern seaboard, Kaladia measures over 4,500
miles. In whole, the surface area of Kaladia
exceeds nine and one-half million square miles.

Kaladia is unique among all of the
continents, for it alone is populated by all of the
known races. Humans from all the continents are
represented here, as are all the different races of
humanoids and non-humans. The people here are
a tough folk, hardened by their difficult lifestyle
and resourceful by sheer necessity. There are
scores of civilized nations, and many barbarian
realms as well. And their cultures and societies
are as countless and diverse as the races
comprising their populace. Scattered amongst
these areas are lands completely unsettled. Most
once contained their own proud civilizations, but
the War of the Winds and the Time of Rains has
obliterated them. Still present upon Kaladia are
pockets of the Mists of Kaichea, considered by
most to be the very fabric of Roil's doom.

Kaladia enjoys a great variety of climates and
terrains, as its lands reach nearly from the equator
to the lowest latitudes of the northern arctic. It has
its healthy share of deserts, jungles, mountains
and flatland. Its northern expanses are colder than
would be expected, since the entire northern
coastline receives the full brunt of both the
freezing currents of the Olgarn, and the arctic
winds from the north. The southern coast skirts
near the equator, and is appropriately hot and
humid.

Not all of Kaladia's lands reasonably
correspond to logical and expected geographic
standards. There are areas whose weather
schemes are wholly inconsistent. One such
example is the Darkened Realms, which endure
nearly sub-tropical temperatures for most of the
year, but lie above the thirty-fifth parallel. This is
largely limited to lands reshaped during the War
of the Winds, for such is the chaotic influence of
the Mists of Kaichea.

The whole of Kaladia is divided into ten general
geographic regions. Most are named for the
terrain that they encompass, such as the northern
tundra. But there are areas such as the Northern
Reaches and the Darkened Realms, which were
named by their early explorers. Also, there are the
Elven Lands, which are obviously so named for
the elves who inhabit its forests. And despite the
many countries upon its expanse, Kaladia is a
realm largely untamed and unsettled.

Geographical Regions

The geographical regions of Kaladia divide
the continent into ten vast realms. These regions
do not accurately reflect the entire expanse of
Kaladia, but suffice well enough for most
explorers and geographers. Some of these regions,
such as the eastern grasslands, existed through
much of the First Age, and survived the War of
the Winds. Some regions, such as the southern
plains, existed during the First Age, but were
drastically changed by Kaichea's Mists. In the
First Age, the area that is now the Darkened
Realms was a land shared by two human
countries, three barbarian lands and many
humanoid states. The War of the Winds totally
decimated these civilizations, and wrought a
madness of chaos in their place.

The Darkened Realms
The Darkened Realms include no civilized

lands. This region begins with the eastern border
of the Greybark Forest, and reaches to the shores
of the Olgarn and Ultanic Ocean. It extends south
to the Evesyarn Forest, but is bordered to the east
and southeast by the Aaratana and Traggine
Mountains.

Once most of this realm consisted of civilized
countries, but now all are ruins. Contained within
the darkened realms are the lost lands of Alaysia
and Quilintir. Though it is high in the northern
latitudes, the Darkened Realms are a region of
lush, sub-tropical rain forests and vast everglades.
It is a hot, wet land created by the Mists during
the War of the Winds. It is also a dangerous land,
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populated with many monstrous creatures also
created by the Mists.

Into the Darkness

The thorns clawed at his flesh as Pathan
pulled back the vine. Slowly he followed the silent
back of Rontaris, barely an arm's length ahead but
already fading in the darkness. Pressing his
passage through the thick brush, the armored
warrior had little to fear from the hard, black
thorn vines that tore at Pathan and the rest.
Pathan bitterly remembered the swamps, when
Rontaris and his heavy armor could barely stand
without sinking in the muck. Rontaris had been
less proud then. The thorns scraped a long, eerie
whine against the metal plated warrior, but
behind him Pathan could hear the brush bite
deeply into Ta'treene. The priestess of the Mage
had suffered the worst of the four still alive, for
her silken robes offered no protection from the
black vines.

Six in number, they had been, when first they
entered the Wildwood. The elves of the Greybark
had other, darker names for it, and their journey
through the forest had convinced Pathan that the
elven names were more correct. The old sorcerer
had been the first lost, when the ground had
fallen out from beneath him. Three others had
stepped on top of the creature which had lay
hidden beneath the fallen leaves, but the thing
had not moved. And it had swallowed the old
man before anyone could act. Gourdir had tried to
save the sorcerer, but the beast consumed him as
well. They had fled then, running blindly into the
forest.

He had come for the gold. So had Rontaris
and Gourdir. Ta'treene and the sorcerer had
believed that they could find a library in the
ancient city, and they came for magical writings.
The bard had come because he could not resist the
temptation. But the ruins of Tokuntora had
eluded them all, despite the continual directions
and criticisms provided by Dethantos. As angers
flared, Rontaris threatened the bard, and
Dethantos had since been quiet. The priestess had
prayed to the Mage, and had been able to see the
sun. Now they headed to the west, and to home.

Rontaris stopped suddenly, and Pathan
began to mutter more rude comments about the
warrior. But just ahead was something. A face,

looking at them, as best as he could tell. Pathan
knew it had moved, though his eyes weren't quick
enough to follow it. The great snake struck
Rontaris full in the face, and the warrior's scream
shattered the lull of the forest.

Rontaris stumbled back, falling into Pathan,
collapsing as he fell through the rogue's arms.
Wild panic had seized Pathan, and the rogue
collided with the priestess as he turned to run.
Grasping her rune of silver magic, Ta'treene
carefully moved to the still form of Rontaris. The
snake could not be seen, and only the quiet prayer
chant of the priestess could be heard over the
steady dripping rain. Pathan's face, wet and
streaked with dirt, looked up from the ground to
meet Ta'treene's glance. Her eyes told him what
he already suspected; that the warrior was dead.
Both at once, they realized that Dethantos too was
gone.

The Eastern Grasslands
The Eastern Grasslands includes a

widespread region of temperate lands. It begins at
the northeastern edge of the Tylyryn Sea,
continues southeast around the Aaratana
Mountains to the eastern seaboard bordering the
Traggine Mountains. The grasslands also extend
south to the Tracene Ocean and continue west to
the Jaggynth Mountains. The southeastern shores
are the most temperate of Kaladia's southern
coast, for the winds of the Trobellican Sea are
much more temperate than the hot air currents of
the Tracene, and they provide considerable
cooling to the immediate coastline.

This vast expanse is home to many nations.
Countries of man include the Cabraal Empire, the
Kingdom of Cholmos, the Kingdom of Dholvey,
Eirinland, the Free State of Jitregann, the Kulaton
Empire, the Territory of Marankarian, the Duchy
of Myderin, the Magistracy of New Ruthanland,
and the Republic of Sarn Haulic. The humanoid
realms in this region are the Dwarven Crown of
Riggencarn and the Vilbintrin Nation of the
Gnomes. Also within its boundaries are the
barbarian lands of the Blood Moons and the Wilds
of the Blue. Ironically, this region contains the
oldest and youngest Tulmarian nations of
Kaladia.
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EY DY RY BY KY CY Event

620 554 Tulmarians form Kulaton Empire.
622 556 Ruthanic Imperium of Tulmaria collapses.
626 560 The Mists of Kaichea descend. Begin War of the Winds.
638 572 The Mists of Kaichea part. Begin Time of Rains.
660 594 The Rains cease. Begin New Age. Kaladian Calendar adopted

The New Age

665 599 6 Tulmarians discover the cities of Quilintir are destroyed.
670 604 11 Kaladian "freedomists" form the Republic of Sarn Haulic.
674 608 15 New Ruthanland begins construction of the Great Tower of Baltrenor.
676 610 17 Begin civil war in Kingdom of Viston.
678 612 19 Barbarians of the White Wolves ally with Viston rebels.
679 613 20 Elves of Elven Tree ally with Viston against the White Wolves.
681 615 22 End Viston civil war. Viston rebels form Tralmire Confederacy.
685 619 26 Belarans form the nation of Adansten.
694 628 35 Belarans form the nation of Hadya.
697 631 38 Begin War of the Lances in the Kingdom of Dholvey.
700 634 41 End War of the lances. Lelluntin gains independence from Dholvey.
704 638 45 Half-elves encounter the Corlennian Empire.
708 642 49 Begin War of the Reaches. Eastwind, Blacksword attack Silver League.
713 647 54 End War of the Reaches. Silver League defeats Blacksword, Eastwind.
715 649 56 First appearance of the Corlennian Empire griffin airships.
721 655 62 Corlennian airships monopolize trade transport throughout Kaladia.
723 657 64 First encounter between Belarans and halflings.
731 665 72 Belarans form the Sovereignty of Radachal.
736 670 77 New Ruthanland completes the Great Tower of Baltrenor.
740 674 81 Free cities north of Adansten form the Triacy of Garinisia.
746 680 87 Begin Adansten-Triacy War. Adansten invades Garinisia.
750 684 91 End Adansten-Triacy War. Adansten loses the Battle of the Neck.
764 698 105 Griffin airships attack Elven Tree. Begin the Dark Wars.

The Dark Wars (the Corlennian Righteous Jihad)

765 699 106 Humanoids and non-humans attack Dale Hollows.
766 700 107 Tralmire, White Wolves attack Viston and Silver League.
767 701 108 Blacksword, Eastwind attack Silver League.
768 702 109 Silver League falls. Begin the siege of Granite Helm.
769 703 110 Belarans, Matawi form the nation of Pirrindall. Trendol attacks Ulgaris.
770 704 111 Griffin airships attack Hadya and Radachal.
771 705 112 Valgreer attacks Elven Tree. Hadya surrenders to the Corlennian Empire.
772 706 113 First encounter between Belarans and Lyrmaddyn Desert nomads.
773 707 114 Ulgaris surrenders to the Corlennian Empire.
774 708 115 Granite Helm falls. Griffin airships attack Kalcheney
775 709 116 Barbarians of the Blue, White Wolves attack Calthayes and Cholmos.
776 710 117 Belarans and Matawi form Seychelo. Kalcheney surrenders to Corlennian Empire.
777 711 118 Cabraal Empire attacks New Ruthanland and Myderin.
778 712 119 Adansten falls to the Corlennian Empire.
779 713 120 Cabraal captures a Corlennian airship. Corlennian legions attack Kurtalm.
780 714 121 Cabraal Empire successfully constructs its own airship.
781 715 122 Kulaton attacks New Ruthanland.
782 716 123 Corlennian airships attack Cabraal Empire.
783 717 124 New Ruthanland, Myderin surrender to the Corlennian Empire.
784 718 125 Belarans fleeing the Corlennian Empire settle Nirinthine.
785 719 126 Corlennian Empire attacks Cholmos, Dholvey, Vilbintrin. Lelluntin surrenders.
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Cholmos, Kingdom of

Estimated Population: 118,500
Dwarves 5%
Elves 1%
Gnomes 8%
Half-Elves 2%
Halflings 3%
Humans 77%
Humanoids 1%
Non-Humans 3%

Capitol: Chen’ Tronst pop. 13,300

Other Major Settlements:
Darandahl pop. 8,800
Ravton pop. 7,000
Domers pop. 5,900
Golburn pop. 3,400
Arington pop. 2,100

Location: Kaladia Map C6.

Terrain: Grassland interior, mountain fringes.

Climate: Temperate.
Average Low/High Temperatures:
Region Winter Summer
Eastern flatland 25°/70° 65°/95°
Western foothills 20°/70° 60°/95°

Major Resources: Animal: sheep, swine.
Mineral: iron ores, semi-precious gemstones.
Vegetable: hardwood timbers.

Languages: Dominant: Kaladish. Common:
Dumaran dialect of Tulmarian, Stonj, and the
Gautau dialect of Dautani.

Religions: Dominant: Ankaris, Arcannis, and
Chaulatae. Common: Motara and Throntis.
Uncommon: Syrtolyn and Zandaron.

Government: Monarchy. Royal family and
four dukedoms.

State of Affairs: Friendly: Dholvey, Eirinland,
Lelluntin County, Myderin, New Ruthanland.
Neutral:  the Blue, Lelluntin Barony. Hostile: Blood
Moons.

Cholmos is a land most visitors would find
pleasant. In its infancy, the Evesyarn Forest once
blanketed the kingdom. But the woodland has
been progressively cleared as settlers advanced
northward. The land unearthed from the forests is
a vast wealth of rich, fertile soil, and Cholmos has
prospered into a thriving agricultural nation.

Cholmos is a feudal society, deeply
entrenched in its long, rich history. Social
aristocracy is of great importance to most
Cholmosians, from the lowliest peasant to the
royal crown. Though the bureaucracy has
expanded and grown sluggish, Cholmos
continues to employ a functional and reasonably
fair feudal system. Its people, on the whole, are
honest and hard working folk, rigidly devoted to
their king and their lifestyle.

The tenets of Cholmosian philosophy are
simple. Each person fills a role within the
community. Each must strive for personal
excellence, for every improvement benefits the
community as a whole. These beliefs have earned
them reputations as stouthearted, stubborn folk.
They are well known as hard workers who
patriotically endorse their king and country. The
good of all persons is most important, and it is
occasionally necessary to implement restrictions
upon certain liberties. Their laws are strongly and
uniformly enforced, and are predominantly
aimed to benefit all citizens as a whole.

Heraldry of Cholmos
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Kaladia is divided into 23 maps alphanumerically labeled from top left to bottom right.

A1 A2 A3

B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7

D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7
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A
Aaratana [R - ah - Tan - ah] Mountains spanning across southeastern Calthayes, stretching into the Darkened
Realms. They are an old range that probably connected with the Traggine and Bluestone Mountains. The Aaratana
Mountains have extensive deposits of coal, iron ores and precious gemstones. Far in its eastern expanse, the
mountains are heavily laden with gold and platinum. Humanoids and non-humans densely inhabit the Aaratana
Mountains. There are between nine and twelve large humanoid states in the mountains. Frames C5 and C6.
Aaravantia [R - ah - Van - T - ah] "The Grey City". City in the Plains of the White Wolves, population 13,400. Frame
B4.
Abbentor [AB - N - Tor] Town in Lelluntin County, population 4,000. Frame C7.
Abturic [AB - tur - IK] "the Dry". Greater Spirit of the West Wind.
Adamantior [AD - ah - man - t - or] Capitol city of Riggencarn, population 41.000. Frame D5.
Adansten [AD - en - sten] Nation in the southern wetland. Frames D2 and D3.
Adrak [A - Drak] City in Tormyrn, population 21,700. Frame B2.
Adralenk [A - DRAL - enk] Sea bordering the southern and eastern coasts of Isvir.
Aerolith [Air - o - lith] City in Riggencarn, population 28,300. Frame D5.
Agali [Ah - Ga - Le] River originating in the Perong Mountains and flowing through central Quelschenda into the Brine
Sea. It is a relatively short river, but has a strong current. Frame C2.
Agu [Ah - Go] Hills in southern Ulgaris. The Agu Hills are a huge, rocky expanse with large deposits of coal, and
some iron ores. Frames C2 and D2.
Agule
[Ah - goul] 1: Lake in central Roanrick. Agule Lake originates from natural underground springs at the northern edge
of the Diamondleaf Forest, and feeds Agule River. Frame A1. 2: River in central Roanrick. The Agule originates at
Agule Lake and flows into the Shidek Ocean. It is a shallow, narrow river with a gentle current, and is easily crossed.
Frame A1.
Ahnlaran [An - LAR - an] Major Belaran clan.
Aieridyn [AIR - ri - den] "the Watcher". Lesser Deity of Guardianship, Dawn, and the Moon.
Aj-Troth [Aj - troth] Town in Ivinjarin, population 2,200. Frame A2.
Ajant [A - jant] River in northeastern Ivinjarin. It is a relatively short river, originating in the Diamondcrest Mountains
and emptying into Tetlolyrn Lake. Frame A2.
Alaysia [A - Lay - c - ah] Destroyed nation in the Darkened Realms. Destroyed in the War of the Winds. Frame C6.
Alchenda [Al - CHEN - da] "the Unseen". Lesser Deity of Night, Darkness, Stealth, and the Stars.
Aldern [All - Dern] Town in Dholvey, population 2,500. Frame C6.
Allowood
[Aal - O - Wood] Forest in southeastern Chasmier. The Allowood is almost exclusively coniferous, and is dominated
by various evergreen cedars, firs, pines, and spruces. Frame B5.
Aluron [AL - er - On] City in Seredin, population 14,700. Frame B3.
Amberwood [Am - ber - Wood] Forest in the southwestern Elven Lands. The Amberwood is a small, deciduous
forest inhabited by elfanir. Frame B3.
Ankaris [An - CARE - ez] "the Fire Lord". Major Deity of Fire, Summer, and Animals of Fire.
Apala [Ah - Pah - la] Major island of the Canoba Islands. Frame D2.
Ar’gir [R - Jir] Title of Adansten’s ruler.
Arcanist [R - Kane - ist] A powerful sorcerer of one of the five Orders of the Dragon, in service to Mharow the Elder.
The arcanists, mazkars and sceptres are the rulers of the Corlennian great houses.
Arcannis [R - CAN - iz] "the Righteous". Lesser Deity of Justice, Fairness, Truth, and Competition.
Artawna [R - Taw - Na] Town in Shalvynryst, population 4,100. Frame B1.
Arthe [Rthe] Another name for the world of Roil, primarily used in languages originating from Isvir.
Ataun [A - TAWN] Major clan of Dautani barbarians.
Attenkur [At - UN - Kur] City in Thirinch, population 7,200. Frame B1.
Aututh [Aw - Tuth] Native language of the Aututhan Barbarians.
Aututhan [Aw - TWO - thin] Barbarians of northern Kaladia. Two major clans: Cucatha and Ruthatu.
Avenmuth [Av - en - muth] Town in Jasulmyle, population 3,700. Frame B4.
Aylwood [Ail - Wood] Forest in northern Calthayes. The Aylwood is a mixed forest dominated by deciduous
broadleafs. Frame C5.
Ayrg [Aerg] Forest in northeastern Bryndmyr. The Ayrg is a mixed forest dominated by conifers. It is a haven for
humanoids and non-humans fleeing the clan wars of the Moanridge Mountains. Frame B1.
Azamari [AZ - ah - Mar - E] River in northern Chasmier. The Azamari originates in the Dragonhead Mountains, and
flows to the Olgarn. Frame B5.
Azarak [Az - ah - rak] One of the three great gorgons wrought by Sethanit, the Lord of Evil.
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OPEN GAME LICENSE Version 1.0a. The
following text is the property of Wizards of the
Coast, Inc. and is Copyright 2000 Wizards of
the Coast, Inc ("Wizards"). All Rights Reserved.

1. Definitions: (a) "Contributors" means the copyright and/or
trademark owners who have contributed Open Game Content;
(b) "Derivative Material" means copyrighted material including
derivative works and translations (including into other
computer languages), potation, modification, correction,
addition, extension, upgrade, improvement, compilation,
abridgment or other form in which an existing work may be
recast, transformed or adapted; (c) "Distribute" means to
reproduce, license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly
display, transmit or otherwise distribute; (d) "Open Game
Content" means the game mechanic and includes the
methods, procedures, processes and routines to the extent
such content does not embody the product Identity and is an
enhancement over the prior art and any additional content
clearly identified as Open Game Content by the Contributor,
and means any work covered by this License, including
translations and derivative works under copyright law, but
specifically excludes Product Identity. (e) "Product Identity"
means product and product line names, logos and identifying
marks including trade dress; artifacts; creatures characters;
stories, storylines, plots, thematic elements, dialogue,
incidents, language, artwork, symbols, designs, depictions,
likenesses, formats, poses, concepts, themes and graphic,
photographic and other visual or audio representations; names
and descriptions of characters, spells, enchantments,
personalities, teams, personas, likenesses and special
abilities; places, locations, environments, creatures,
equipment, magical or supernatural abilities or effects, logos,
symbols, or graphic designs; and any other trademark or
registered trademark clearly identified as Product identity by
the owner of the Product Identity, and which specifically
excludes the Open Game Content; (f) "Trademark" means the
logos, names, mark, sign, motto, designs that are used by a
Contributor to identify itself or its products or the associated
products contributed to the Open Game License by the
Contributor (g) "Use", "Used" or "Using" means to use,
Distribute, copy, edit, format, modify, translate and otherwise
create Derivative Material of Open Game Content. (h) "You" or
"Your" means the licensee in terms of this agreement.

2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game
Content that contains a notice indicating that the Open Game
Content may only be Used under and in terms of this License.
You must affix such a notice to any Open Game Content that
you Use. No terms may be added to or subtracted from this
License except as described by the License itself. No other
terms or conditions may be applied to any Open Game
Content distributed using this License.

3.Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content
You indicate Your acceptance of the terms of this License.

4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to
use this License, the Contributors grant You a perpetual,
worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license with the exact
terms of this License to Use, the Open Game Content.

5.Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are
contributing original material as Open Game Content, You
represent that Your Contributions are Your original creation
and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed
by this License.
6.Notice of License Copyright: You must update the
COPYRIGHT NOTICE portion of this License to include the
exact text of the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open Game

Content You are copying, modifying or distributing, and You
must add the title, the copyright date, and the copyright
holder's name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original
Open Game Content you Distribute.

7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product
Identity, including as an indication as to compatibility, except
as expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement with
the owner of each element of that Product Identity. You agree
not to indicate compatibility or co-adaptability with any
Trademark or Registered Trademark in conjunction with a work
containing Open Game Content except as expressly licensed
in another, independent Agreement with the owner of such
Trademark or Registered Trademark. The use of any Product
Identity in Open Game Content does not constitute a challenge
to the ownership of that Product Identity. The owner of any
Product Identity used in Open Game Content shall retain all
rights, title and interest in and to that Product Identity.

8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You
must clearly indicate which portions of the work that you are
distributing are Open Game Content.

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may
publish updated versions of this License. You may use any
authorized version of this License to copy, modify and
distribute any Open Game Content originally distributed under
any version of this License.

10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this
License with every copy of the Open Game Content You
Distribute.

11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or
advertise the Open Game Content using the name of any
Contributor unless You have written permission from the
Contributor to do so.

12 Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with
any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of
the Open Game Content due to statute, judicial order, or
governmental regulation then You may not Use any Open
Game Material so affected.

13. Termination: This License will terminate automatically if
You fail to comply with all terms herein and fail to cure such
breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All
sublicenses shall survive the termination of this License.

14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be
unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the
extent necessary to make it enforceable.

15. COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Open Game License v 1.0 Copyright 2000, Wizards of the
Coast, Inc. System Reference Document Copyright 1999,
2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc. Based on the original
Dungeons & Dragons ® game by E. Gary Gygax and Dave
Arneson, and on the new edition of the Dungeons & Dragons
game designed by Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, Skip
Williams, Rich Baker, and Peter Adkinson.

Maelstrom Fantasy Campaign Setting (Item # 1001) Copyright
© 1992, 2000 Brian K. Moseley. Maelstrom Fantasy Campaign
Setting Worldbook (Item # 1002) Copyright © 2002 Brian K.
Moseley.

Maelstrom Fantasy Campaign Setting Worldbook Demo
Preview Version Copyright © 2002 Brian K. Moseley.




